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Polarization resolved intensity noise in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
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We report explicit analytical and numerical results for the polarization resolved intensity noise of vertical-
cavity surface-emitting lasers operating in the fundamental transverse mode. We describe the fluctuations of the
linear and circular polarization components of linearly polarized states on both sides of a nonthermal polar-
ization switching. Our description is valid for small and large birefringence and arbitrary values of the spin flip
rate, giving a complete description of the role of these parameters. Normalized cross-correlation functions for
both linear and circular components are discussed in detail. They show different degrees of anticorrelated
fluctuations in different frequency ranges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mode partition noise~MPN! in semiconductor lasers@1#
is detected by means of relative intensity noise~RIN! mea-
surements and gives fundamental information on the
namical properties of these devices. From the point of v
of applications in optical communications, the degradation
the signal to noise ratio associated with MPN fixes limits
receiver sensitivity and bit error rates. Vertical-cav
surface-emitting lasers~VCSELs! operate on a single longi
tudinal mode, but multitransverse mode operation is co
mon. MPN among these transverse modes and anticorre
fluctuations of the modes have been described in diffe
experiments and RIN measurements@2–11#. They have also
been theoretically characterized@12–14#. The basic physica
mechanism for this phenomenon is the same as for M
among longitudinal modes of edge-emitting lasers, that
spatial hole burning with modes competing for the same s
tial carrier reservoir. The polarization of the light emitted
VCSELs is not as well stabilized as in edge-emitting las
and VCSELs are known to have a number of polarizat
instabilities@15#. Transverse modes can have different pol
ization, but still MPN among different transverse modes
mostly caused by spatial effects.

A more subtle form of MPN occurs in VCSELs operatin
close to threshold. In this situation VCSELs lase in the fu
damental transverse mode, but MPN arises from the com
tition of the two independent polarization components w
essentially the same spatial profile. The effect of polarizat
fluctuations in the total intensity noise can significantly d
grade the RIN characteristics@16# in a system with polariza-
tion sensitive elements. The importance of the fluctuation
the polarization component perpendicular to the domin
one has been characterized in detail@17–20#. Evidence of
anticorrelated fluctuations of the two polarization comp
nents of the fundamental transverse mode has also bee
ported@20,21#.

Due to their high quantum efficiency, low threshold a
single mode operation, VCSELs have been proposed as g
candidates for the production of quantum squeezed light
fact, production of squeezed light from VCSELs has be
reported by several groups@5,11,22#. In this context an im-
1050-2947/2001/64~2!/023817~8!/$20.00 64 0238
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portant question that has been addressed is the relevan
polarization partition noise~PPN! in degrading or achieving
quantum squeezing@23#.

In this paper we study the polarization resolved intens
noise of VCSELs operating in the fundamental transve
mode. We investigate the dynamical origin of anticorrela
polarization fluctuations. Such correlations emerge fr
mechanisms of polarization coupling and competition t
are independent of spatial mode profiles. Anticorrelated
namics of the polarization components also manifests it
in chaotic regimes caused by optical feedback@24#. We con-
sider here the polarization dynamics within a semiclass
approach. This should give the dynamical understanding n
essary for detailed studies of the quantum properties@25#.

A standard model for the study of polarization dynam
of VCSELs is the spin flip model~SFM! @15,26# and reduced
versions of it@27#. Two important parameters of the mod
that enter into the description of the dynamical coupling
the two polarization components are the cavity birefringen
and the spin flip rate. The latter measures the direct coup
between the two groups of carriers with opposite spin t
recombine into photons of opposite circular polarizatio
Previous studies of polarization fluctuations@17,20,23# take
the SFM as a starting point. But, invoking the limit of fa
spin flip rate and large birefringence, the SFM is reduced
a simple model with one degree of freedom or to the r
equations for a two-mode laser@1#. However, for VCSELs
with small birefringence there is experimental evidence
the role of the nonlinear anisotropies associated with a fi
spin flip rate. These effects are seen at least in three diffe
characterizations of polarization fluctuations: A polarizati
type of four-wave mixing detected in the optical spectru
polarization resolved intensity noise, and difference in
frequency splitting of the two polarizations at both sides o
polarization switching~PS! @17,19#. In addition, and also for
VCSELs with small birefringence, there is evidence of p
larization switching@28# caused by phase-amplitude mech
nisms of nonthermal origin described by the SFM@15,29–
31#. These results call for the detailed analysis of t
complete SFM presented here. Such analysis allows u
gain a full understanding of the dependence of polarizat
fluctuations on birefringence and spin flip rate in differe
©2001 The American Physical Society17-1
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ranges of values of these parameters. Another type of PS
is commonly present in experiments@32,33# arises from the
temperature dependence of the gain difference between
two polarization modes, namely, thermal PS. A unified d
scription of the thermal and nonthermal induced PS has
cently been introduced in terms of an extended SFM in@31#.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to studying the change
the polarization resolved intensity noise when driving t
VCSEL through a nonthermal PS that takes place in the f
damental transverse mode.

Our analysis focuses on the two circularly polarized co
ponents of the field. These are the natural variables for
nonlinear dynamics of an active semiconductor mater
They are directly phase coupled by the cavity birefringen
and also coupled through the carrier populations mixed
spin flip processes. Focusing on the circularly polarized co
ponents, we are able to obtain explicit analytical expressi
for their RIN spectra~in the approximation of linearized
fluctuations!. The competing roles of birefringence and sp
flip rate become clear from these expressions. Our results
the circularly polarized components are discussed and c
pared with the polarization resolved RIN of the linearly p
larized ~LP! components obtained by a numerical analysi

The paper is organized as follows. The model and so
analytical expressions are introduced in Sec. II. In Sec.
we present our results for the polarization resolved inten
noise for the circular and linear components on both side
a polarization switch. In Sec. IV we discuss the role of bi
fringence and spin flip rate by visualizing the polarizati
fluctuations on the Poincare´ sphere. In Sec. V we give
quantitative description of the anticorrelation of polarizati
fluctuations for circular and linear polarization componen
We analyze the whole range of frequencies, from small
quency to frequencies beyond the relaxation oscillation
quency. Finally, in Sec. VI we give some conclusions.

II. ANALYSIS OF FLUCTUATIONS

The SFM@26# assumes a four-level system in which ele
trons with spin down~up! yield optical transitions with right
~left! circularly polarized lightE6 . The SFM rate equation
are derived under the basic assumption of fundamental tr
verse mode operation and constant active region temp
ture. This model reads

Ė65k~11 ia!@D6d21#E62~ga1 igp!E71F6 ,
~1a!

Ḋ52g~D2m!2g~D1d!uE1u22g~D2d!uE2u22FD ,
~1b!

ḋ52gsd2g~D1d!uE1u21g~D2d!uE2u22Fd .
~1c!

E6 are the two circular components of the electrical fie
which are related to the linear components byE65(Ex

6 iEy)/A2. The carrier numbers in the two spin channe
i.e., N6 , are written in terms of the total carrier populatio
D[(N11N2)/2 and the carrier differenced[(N1
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2N2)/2. The optical field decay rate isk, a is the linewidth
enhancement factor,g is the carrier decay rate,gs is the spin
flip rate, and the linear anisotropies arega ~dichroism! and
gp ~birefringence!. m is the injected current normalized t
threshold. For more details about the model and parame
see@26,29#.

We have taken into account all noise sources that a
from spontaneous emission processes. These noise sou
which are derived after adiabatic elimination of the mater
polarization@26#, read

F6~ t !5Abspg~D6d!j6~ t !, ~2a!

F S Dd D~ t !5
g

2k
@Abspg~D1d!E1j1* ~ t !

6Abspg~D2d!E2j2* ~ t !1c.c.#, ~2b!

wherebsp is the fraction of the spontaneously emitted ph
tons that goes into the lasing mode. Accordingly, the spon
neous emission rate isRsp54bspgD0 , D0 being the degree
of inversion.j6 are two independent complex noise sourc
with zero mean and correlation̂j6(t)j6* (t8)&52d(t2t8).
Within our semiclassical description we have neglec
pump fluctuations, i.e.,dm(t)50.

In the absence of noise, an arbitrary monochromatic so
tion of Eqs. ~1a!–~1c! can be written as E6(t)
5Qei (v6t6c), D(t)5D0, and d(t)5d0. For an x̂-LP state
c50, v652gp1aga , D0511ga /k. For a ŷ-LP state
c5p/2, v65gp2aga , D0512ga /k. In both cases,d0
50 and Q25(m2D0)/(2D0). A linear stability analysis
around these LP states was performed in@29# and discussed
in @15#. The polynomial for the complex eigenvalues sp
into two parts: a second order polynomial that takes acco
of the total power fluctuations and a third order polynom
that gives information about the polarization stability. T
sixth eigenvalue is zero and is associated with the invaria
in the field phase orientation. The frequency and damping
the relaxation oscillations~ROs!, i.e., l652GR6 iVR , can
be obtained from the second order polynomial. Their expr
sions are

l652
gm

2D0
6 iA2kg~m2D0!2S gm

2D0
D 2

. ~3!

We have to note that under multitransverse mode opera
additional RO frequencies of the total intensity associa
with different transverse modes appear@34#. For the third
order polynomial we have

D~l!5l31S gs

g
12Q224«

ga

g Dl214F S gp

g D 2

1S ga

g D 2

1
k

g
Q2D02«

ga

g S gs

g
12Q2D Gl14F S gp

g D 2

1S ga

g D 2G
3S gs

g
12Q2D28«

k

g
Q2D0S ga

g
1a

gp

g D , ~4!
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POLARIZATION RESOLVED INTENSITY NOISE IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 023817
where«51(21) when ax̂-( ŷ-) LP solution is considered
D(l)50 determines the polarization stability, i.e., for Rel
.0(,0) the state is unstable~stable!. PS takes place as
consequence of a change in the stability of the polariza
states, for instance, increasing the injection current. Botx̂

LP andŷ LP states are stable below PS~coexistence regime!
except for currents close to threshold, due to the presenc
ga . Above the PS onlyŷ is stable. Therefore, a nonthermal
induced PS from the low frequency (x̂) to the high frequency
( ŷ) mode takes place.

Analyzing the solutions of Eq.~4!, damped oscillations
can appear in different regimes of parameters@15#. We con-
sider the situation whered(t) relaxes exponentially with
time constantgs

21 while coupled oscillations~COs! of the
ellipticity and polarization orientation appear at frequen
VP . We can derive an approximate expression for the
frequencyVP[uIm lu in the limit of largegs given by

VP52gp2«akS m2D0

D0
D g

gs
1oS g

gs
D 2

, ~5!

which for ga50 reduces toVnl[VP22gp'2«akg(m
21)/gs , Vnl being the nonlinear contribution of the bire
fringence@18#. In contrast to ROs, the CO frequency vari
linearly with the distance to threshold. From the last expr
sion, theVP frequency can be identified with the birefrin
gence splitting although modified by the spin flip rate. It c
be seen that the nonlinear anisotropies defined in@18,19#
coincide, at first order ing/gs , with those predicted by Eq
~4!.

In order to better understand the power fluctuations, E
~1a!–~1c! can be translated from the field descriptionE6(t)
to equations for the intensitiesP6(t) and the phase differ
encesf(t)[f1(t)2f2(t) by E6(t)5AP6(t)eif6(t). The
stochastic transformation in the Itoˆ sense@35# of Eqs.~1a!–
~1c! reads
o-

h

02381
n
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Ṗ652k@D6d21#P622AP1P2@ga cosf6gp sinf#

12bspg@D6d#1FP6
, ~6a!

ḟ52kad2AP2

P1
@gp cosf2ga sinf#1AP1

P2
@gp cosf

1ga sinf#1Ff , ~6b!

Ḋ52g~D2m!2g~D1d!P12g~D2d!P22FD ,
~6c!

ḋ52gsd2g~D1d!P11g~D2d!P22Fd , ~6d!

with the Langevin terms

FP6
5A4bspg~D6d!P6jP6

, ~7a!

Ff5Abspg~D1d!

P1
jf1

1Abspg~D2d!

P2
jf2

, ~7b!

F ~d
D!5

g

k
@Abspg~D1d!P1 jP1

6Abspg~D2d!P2 jP2
#,

~7c!

jP6
, jf6

being real white Gaussian random numbers w

zero mean and correlation̂ja(t)jb(t8)&5da,bd(t2t8).
In order to calculate the power fluctuations of the to

intensity and circular components, we linearize Eqs.~6a!–
~6d! around their steady states. We haveP60

5Q2, d050,

D0511«ga /k, and f050,p. For convenience, we calcu
late the fluctuations for the total intensitydP(t)5dP1(t)
1dP2(t) and the intensity differencedq(t)5dP1(t)
2dP2(t). The linearized equations can be straightforward
solved via Fourier transform, yielding the expressions
d̃P~v!5A2Q2Rsp

@ iv1g#j̃P

@v2VR1 iGR#@v1VR1 iGR#
, ~8a!

d̃q~v!5A2Q2Rsp

@4«aQ2ggp1~ iv22«ga!~gs1 iv!#j̃q22«gp~gs12gQ21 iv!j̃F

D~ iv/g!g3
, ~8b!
whereGR andVR are given by Eq.~3! andD(l) is given by

Eq. ~4!. The Fourier transformed noise sourcesj̃P(v),

j̃q(v), and j̃F(v) verify that ^j̃ i(v) j̃ j (v)&5d i , j for j
5P,q,F.

Let Pu and Pv be the power of each orthogonal comp
nent (u51, v52 for the circular components oru5x, v
5y for the linear components!. The power spectrum of eac
component is defined by

Su,v5^ud P̃u,v~v!u2&, ~9!

while the power spectrum for the total intensity is

SP5^ud P̃u~v!1d P̃v~v!u2&. ~10!
7-3
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^•& means the average over different noise realizations. Power spectra can be straightforwardly derived from Eqs.~8a! and~8b!
yielding

SP~v!52Q2Rsp

~v21g2!

@~v2VR!21GR
2 #@~v1VR!21GR

2 #
, ~11a!

Sq~v!52Q2Rsp

@4«aQ2ggp22«gags2v2#21v2~gs22«ga!21~2gp!2@v21~gs12gQ2!2#

D~ iv/g!D~2 iv/g!g6
. ~11b!
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We note that the relative intensity noise is defined as
power spectrum divided by the square of the mean valu
the total power,P̄25(2Q2)2. The power spectrum of the
circular componentsS6 can be obtained from Eqs.~11a!, and
~11b! by taking into account that the fluctuationsd P̃ anddq̃
are independent,

S65^ud P̃6u2&5 1
4 ~SP1Sq!. ~12!

It is important to remark that the contribution to the noise
the circular components arises from the linear superposi
of the total intensity noiseSP and the polarization fluctua
tionsSq . This separation is possible in LP states because
total intensity and intensity difference fluctuations decou
~at first order!. However, for other states~elliptical @36# and
dynamical states@29#! the decoupled description is not val
requiring, in principle, the study of a five-dimensional sy
tem.

III. RIN THROUGH A NONTHERMAL POLARIZATION
SWITCH

In this section we present analytical and numerical inv
tigations of the polarization resolved intensity noise. Sin
the circular basis is the natural basis to study the opt
transitions, in Sec. III A we investigate power fluctuations
the circular components while in Sec. III B we discuss t
power spectra of the linear components for LP states w
crossing a nonthermal polarization switching.

A. Fluctuations of the circular components of LP states

Two mechanisms are responsible for the coupling
tween dynamical variables. On one hand, the carriers w
spin up and down are coupled through the spin flip rate,
the limits gs→` andgs→0 correspond to the fast spin re
laxation and slow spin relaxation rate, respectively. The s
ond mechanism is the birefringencegp . Microscopically, the
birefringence transforms left polarized photons into right a
vice versa. The macroscopic effect is to provide LP sta
with a well defined polarization orientation. Therefore, w
expect that both the spin flip rate and the birefringence p
an important role in the origin of noise anticorrelations of t
polarized components. Finally, dichroism introduces diff
ent losses between the two LP states, selecting the mode
highest ~unsaturated! gain at threshold. Measurements
fluctuations of the circular components can be performed
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usingl/4 plate techniques@18#. We concentrate our study o
finite values of the spin flip rate and relatively small birefri
gence. We investigate the power spectra for different val
of the spin flip rate and birefringence while maintaining t
rest of the laser parameters fixed:g51 ns21, k
5300 ns21, the spontaneous emission coefficientbsp
51025, anda53. The dichroism is set toga&0 in order to
select the low frequency mode (x̂) at threshold. A nonther-
mal PS takes places from the low frequency mode (x̂-LP! to
the high frequency mode (ŷ-LP! when the injection curren
is increased. The characterization of thermally induced
nonthermal PS was discussed in@31,37#.

In Fig. 1 we plot the power spectra obtained forgs
5100 ns21, gp51 ns21; m51.04,msw in Fig. 1~a,b!,
while m51.5.msw in Fig. 1~c,d!. Analytical results obtained
from Eqs.~9!–~12! are plotted in Fig. 1~a,c! with solid thin
lines. As can be seen, they are in very good agreement
the numerical results. The spectrum of the total intensity
a single peak located at the relaxation oscillation freque
nR5VR /(2p). This peak is due to fluctuations in the tot
photon number. In contrast, the power spectra of the circ
components concide and display an additional peak at
CO frequencynP , which moves towardgp /p when gs
→`, in agreement with Eq.~5!. We note that the height o
the CO peak is larger before PS and it appears at lo
frequency in qualitative agreement with Ref.@18#. It can be

FIG. 1. Power spectra in arbitrary units for currents below
~a!, ~b!, and above PS~c!, ~d!. Solid thin lines in~a! and~c! repre-
sent the theoretical predictions given by Eqs.~11a! and ~12!.
7-4
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clearly seen that the noise in the two circular component
much larger than the total intensity noise at low frequenc
a sign of anticorrelation betweenP1 andP2 . This anticor-
relation is interrupted at higher frequencies due to the p
associated with the fluctuations in the total intensity. In fa
we find maximum correlation atnR , as will be discussed
later.

B. Fluctuations of the linear components of LP states

In this section, we present the power spectra of the lin
components corresponding to LP states. When a LP sta
considered, there is a linear component that captures ne
the total intensity~lasing component,P̄l! and another one
with very small intensity~nonlasing componentP̄nl). Al-
though a LP state is considered, we find that fluctuation
the nonlasing component are relevant. The power spect
of the total intensity results from the superposition of t
fluctuations of the lasing and nonlasing components.

The power spectrum of the total intensity and the las
component has a peak located at the RO frequency, as ca
seen in Figs. 1~b,d!. However, the CO peak is not present
this case. While the lasing component captures nearly all
noise at high frequency, the power spectrum of the nonlas
component has a small peak close to the frequency bea
betweenVR andVP . The power spectrum of the nonlasin
component has a small contribution to the total noise at h
frequencies, displaying a clear Lorentzian decay@20#. The
behavior at low frequencies requires a more subtle study.
noise in the two polarization components can exceed
total noise by several orders of magnitude at low frequ
cies. This particular behavior occurs in LP states with imp
tant polarization fluctuations, yielding relative high values
the parameterM[ P̄nl / P̄l . Below the PS, in the coexistenc
regime, strong anticorrelated fluctuations appear at low
quencies@Fig. 1~b!#. On the contrary, above the PS,M de-
creases and anticorrelation nearly vanishes@Fig. 1~d!#. PPN
has been claimed to be sensitive to the parameterM @1#. An
approximate expression forM was given in Ref.@18# using a
one-dimensional version of the SFM based on a Kram
problem.

IV. ROLE OF SPIN FLIP AND BIREFRINGENCE

Since our theoretical description is valid for small a
large values of the birefringence and arbitrary values of
spin flip, in this section we give a complete description of t
role of these parameters. We look at the power spectra w
the polarization state is followed on the Poincare´ sphere.

Power spectra for small and large values ofgs , in ab-
sence of birefringence, are shown in Fig. 2. As expected,
CO peak is absent in the power spectra of the circular c
ponents Fig. 2~a,d!. The main difference between the tw
cases appears at low frequency: whileP6 have large anticor-
relation for largegs , this anticorrelation is reduced for sma
gs . This effect can be understood as follows: for slow sp
flip rates each of the two circular components burns carr
from its own reservoirN6 separately. In this case there is n
competition and therefore small anticorrelated fluctuatio
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are observed in Fig. 2~a!. On the other hand, for fast spin fli
rates the two circular components have to share almost
same carrier reservoir sinceN1'N2 . The latter causes
strong anticorrelation because of PPN@Fig. 2~d!#. The power
spectra of the two linear components are similar for sm
and large values ofgs @Fig. 2~b,e!#. They show pronounced
anticorrelations at low frequencies linked to importa
changes in the polarization orientation. Both lasing and n
lasing power spectra display a peak at the relaxation osc
tion frequency.

The role of the birefringence is shown in Fig. 3 for a fixe
value of the spin flip rate. For small birefringence,gp
50.1 ns21, we observe large anticorrelation of circular an
linear components at low frequencies@Fig. 3~a,b!#. This fact
indicates important polarization fluctuations. The main ro
of the birefringence is to fix a polarization orientation, co
sequently reducing the polarization fluctuations. For a lar
birefringence,gp510 ns21, we observe that the anticorrela
tion of the circular components has been considerably
duced@Fig. 3~d!#, being negligible for the linear componen
@Fig. 3~e!#. We note that a PS occurs when the birefringen
is increased and the fluctuations on the Poincare´ sphere move
to the opposite direction on the equator of the sphere
addition, the CO peak appears at larger frequency than
RO peak.

It is also illustrative to analyze the evolution of the pola
ization state on the Poincare´ sphere~Fig. 4!. The Stokes pa-
rametersSj are defined by the following relationships:

S05uE1u21uE2u25uExu21uEyu25P, ~13a!

FIG. 2. Study of the effect ofgs in the absence of birefringence
in the power spectra of the circular~a,d! and linear components
~b,e!. Evolution of the polarization state on the Poincare´ sphere~c,f!
for small values of the spin flip rategs510 ns21 in ~a–c!, gs

5100 ns21 in ~d–f!. The normalized current ism51.8. The mean-
ing of the symbols is (T)5SP , (1/2)5S6 , (x)5Sx , and (y)
5Sy .
7-5
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S152 Re~E1E2* !5uExu22uEyu25P cos~2f!cos~2x!,
~13b!

S2522 Im~E1E2* !522 Re~Ex* Ey!5P sin~2f!cos~2x!,
~13c!

S35uE1u22uE2u2522 Im~Ex* Ey!5P sin~2x!.
~13d!

For polarized light the relationS0
25S1

21S2
21S3

2 is fulfilled
all the time. ThereforeSj /S0 for j 51, 2, 3 describes the
Cartesian components of a unit sphere. The spherical c
dinates are the polarization angle 2fP@0,2p# and the ellip-

FIG. 3. Study of the effect ofgp on power spectra of the circula
~a,d! and linear~b,e! components whengs550 ns21. Evolution on
the Poincare´ sphere for small birefringencegp50.1 ns21 ~a–c! and
gp510 ns21 ~d–f!. The normalized current ism51.1. The mean-
ing of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Poincare´ sphere:x ~y! LP state along thex̂ ( ŷ) direction;
c6 are right and left circularly polarized states,«6 are right and left
elliptically polarized states. Shaded circles represent fluctuat
around these states.
02381
r-

ticity angle 2xP@2p/2,p/2#. An alternative description of
the electrical fields is in terms of the polarization orientati
and ellipticity angles

E65AP/2@cosf7 i sinf#@cosx6sinx#e2 iw0, ~14!

while the linear components read

Ex5AP@cosx cosf2 i sinx sinf#e2 iw0, ~15a!

Ey5AP@cosx sinf1 i sinx cosf#e2 iw0, ~15b!

w0 being an arbitrary phase. We linearize Eqs.~13b!–~13d!
around anx̂-LP solution, i.e.,f!1 andx!1, and assuming
constant total intensity@P(t)' P̄# we obtain

d~S3 /S0!'2 dx'2 dP6 / P̄. ~16!

Equation~16! reveals the connection between the elliptic
fluctuations described in Ref.@18# and the notation used in
this paper in terms of power fluctuations of the circular co
ponents. Hence, fluctuations of the circular components
linked to movements orthogonal to the equatorial plane
the Poincare´ sphere.

When analyzing the polarization state evolution on t
Poincare´ sphere, we observe that for smallgp the fluctua-
tions prefer the equatorial direction@Fig. 3~c!#. In the limit-
ing case ofgp50 the polarization diffuses along LP state
with different orientation angles due to the presence of no
The polarization evolves along the equator of the sphere w
small ellipticity fluctuations controlled bygs @Fig. 2~c,f!#.
For gp50 there is a zero eigenvalue associated with
arbitrariness of the polarization orientation. Whengs is large,
the two remaining eigenvalues become real. One of th
approaches zero whengs→`, describing diffusion of the
ellipticity angle. In the latter, there is no preference for a
polarization state and the fluctuations cover the whole s
face of the Poincare´ sphere@38#. When gpÞ0, the eigen-
value that describes the diffusion of the polarization orien
tion angle becomes nonzero, providing the stability of t
steady state. For moderate to large values ofgp , we observe
that the polarization orientation is fixed and the fluctuatio
on the Poincare´ sphere have a rather circular shape@Fig.
3~f!#.

V. POLARIZATION ANTICORRELATIONS

To better characterize the correlations between two
thogonal components we compute the normalized cro
power spectral density@21# which reads

CAB~v!5
SA1B~v!2SA~v!2SB~v!

2ASA~v!SB~v!
, ~17!

whereA(t) and B(t) represent two given signals.CAB(v)
51(21) corresponds to perfect correlation~anticorrelation!
in the fluctuations of the two signals. The normalized cro
s
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power spectral density between the power fluctuations of
two circular componentsdP1 and dP2 can be obtained
from

C12~v!5
SP~v!2Sq~v!

SP~v!1Sq~v!
. ~18!

On replacing the expression forSP(v) andSq(v) from Eqs.
~11a! and~11b! into Eq. ~18! we obtain the exact expressio
for C12 . This expression can be simplified at low freque
cies in the case of close to perfect anticorrelation, i
C12(v'0)'21, to

C12~v50!'211
1

2Q4

@~gp /k!G2«a#2

@a21G2#
, ~19!

with G[gs/(2gQ2). It is easy to see from Eq.~18! that the
fluctuations are correlated at the frequency whereSP(v)
@Sq(v), i.e., close toVR , and the fluctuations are antico
related whenSP(v)!Sq(v), near the CO peakVP . We can
interpret these two limits with the help of the Poinca´
sphere. The fluctuations of the total number of photons
linked to movements toward the inside and outside of
Poincare´ sphere surface~Fig. 4!. These movements ar
equivalent for all the points on the sphere, and theref
provide correlation between circular components. Anticor
lations between components are associated with movem
on the Poincare´ sphere, i.e., polarization orientation and e
lipticity fluctuations.

In Fig. 5 we show the results for the normalized cro
correlation function, Eq.~18!, under the same conditions a
in Fig. 1. In the circular basisC12 , we find close to perfec
anticorrelations for low frequencies, and strongly correla
fluctuations (C12'1) for frequencies close to the RO pea

FIG. 5. Normalized cross correlation of the circular compone
C12 ~a,c! and of the linear componentsCxy ~b,d! corresponding to
the same situation as in Fig. 1. Dotted lines in~a,c! represent theo-
retical prediction given by Eq.~18!.
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In the linear basis,Cxy displays partially anticorrelated fluc
tuations at low frequency (n<1 GHz) due to PPN@1,39#
and large anticorrelation below PS, which corresponds to
two LP states being stable. The lack of anticorrelation ab
PS might be attributed to the modification of the effecti
birefringence due to the nonlinearities when the inject
current is increased. Hence, below the PS, the effective b
fringenceVP /p, given by Eq.~5!, reaches a minimum. This
fact leads to preferential fluctuations of the polarization o
entation~Sec. IV! and anticorrelated fluctuations of the line
components. On the contrary, above the PS, the effec
birefringence gradually increases with increasing dista
from the PS, leading to a reduction of the anticorrelation

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented analytical and numerical investigations
the polarization resolved power spectra of VCSELs ope
ing in the fundamental transverse mode. Our semiclass
framework is valid for arbitrary values of the spin flip ra
and birefringence. We presented specific results for
power spectra of linearly polarized states when the VCSE
driven across a nonthermal polarization switching. T
power spectrum of the total intensity fluctuations display
peak at the relaxation oscillation frequency. The power sp
tra of the two circular components coincide and show
additional peak associated with coupled oscillations of
ellipticity and polarization orientation angles. Analyzing th
evolution of the polarization state on the Poincare´ sphere, we
have been able to separate the effects of the birefringe
and spin flip rate. In the absence of birefringence, the s
flip rate controls the ellipticity fluctuations that are related
the fluctuations of the circular components. On the ot
hand, for a fixed spin flip rate the birefringence controls t
polarization orientation fluctuations. The frequency dep
dence of the normalized cross-correlation function for b
linear and circular components has been presented. In
ticular, the two circular components are strongly anticor
lated for low frequencies while close to perfect correlation
observed near the relaxation oscillation peak. The lin
components~lasing and nonlasing! present a nonvanishing
cross-correlation function at low frequencies. Linear comp
nents display partially anticorrelated fluctuations below
polarization switching, which correspond to the two linea
polarized states being stable. Further investigations of
polarization resolved power spectra of elliptical and dynam
cal states, where the total intensity and polarization fluct
tions do not decouple, should provide a more complete
derstanding of the noise properties of vertical-cavity surfa
emitting lasers.
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